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Notes
1) And I Saw… a Scroll (5:1)

2) And I Saw… a Strong Angel (5:2-5)

3) And I Saw… a Standing, Slain Lamb (5:6-10)

4) And I Saw… a Song of Heaven (5:11-14)
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Weekday Application Questions

EQUIP—According to the archaeological findings discussed 
in the sermon, what type of document is the 7-sealed scroll 
in Revelation 5? What titles are given to Jesus in Revelation 
5:5, and where do they come from? Explain the significance 
of these titles.

ENGAGE — How can you use the concept of Jesus’ 
worthiness as a source of hope and motivation for spreading 
the message of redemption in your community? How can 
the theme of redemption and restoration through Jesus 
influence how you view and respond to brokenness in the 
world around you? … your perspective and hope in the 
midst of current challenges and difficulties?

EXALT—Reflecting on the message of Revelation 5, how 
can you incorporate worship and praise into your daily life to 
express gratitude and anticipation for Jesus’ future reign?

Here is your “One Thing” for this week: Happy 
Resurrection Sunday! Considering heaven’s response in 
Revelation 5, what practical steps can you take to align your 
heart and mind towards worshiping Jesus as the resurrected 
King of kings?
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